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Departure and itinerary
Difficult variant
Opposite the Fionnay postal station, cross the bridge and follow the road 
«Tête de Fionnay» on the right for about 150 meters until you see the hiking 
trail on the left of the road. Follow this path that goes up slightly at first 
through a meadow. At the end of this meadow, the path begins to climb very 
steep until « Vers le Grenier de Corbassière». The general management is 
«Panossière hut». The bisse begins at a place called «Les Creux» just after 
a magnificent picnic table, from which you will have a magnificent panora-
ma of the Grand Combin and Combin de Corbassière. When you reach the 
end of the bisse at «Les Plans», you still have 30 minutes of climb to the 
junction «Panossière hut, Brunet hut and Corbassière footbridge». When 
you reached and crossed the bridge you made the most difficult. You can 
reach the Brunet hut by two routes, whether you follow the eastern side of 
the Becca de Sery to get around La Maye and join the Brunet hut, either you 
start the climb for the Avouillons pass and join the Brunet hut on the west 
side of Becca de Sery. If you opt for this second variant you start a difficult 
climb and a descent also difficult, it is better to have a very safe foot! Once 
at the Brunet hut restore before you start the descent on Fionnay.
Easier variant
Rather than leaving Fionnay, you use two vehicles. You leave the first 
vehicle to Fionnay and you go up to the Brunet hut with the second vehicle. 
From the Brunet hut you make the course in the opposite direction of the 
difficult variant to join Fionnay. You will have 1100 vertical meters downhill 
for 500 meters uphill. The general direction since Brunet is «Panossière hut» 
and after the bridge «Fionnay». As for the difficult route you can pass bypas-
sing La Maye and the Becca de Sery (easy route) by the pass of Avouillons 
(+ 600 meters of positive elevation).
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